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O. Abstract 

For approximately ten years computer aided knowledge communication disappeared from the research 
scene. Today, it has been reestablished under the abbreviations of ICAI (Intelligent Computer Aided 
Instruction) and ITS (Intelligent Tutoring Systems) with regular conferences, research journals and 
textbooks [1,2,3,4,5]. 

This paper offers contributions to CAI and ICAI in the framework of the problem solving monitor 
(PSM) ABSYNT. Our system - a special variant of an ITS - is designed with respect to a sequence of 
programming tasks in the visual functional computer language ABSYNT (ABstract SYNtax Trees). It 
provides the learner with a friendly environment including a help but no curricular component. 

First, we show that conventional instructions and helps can be improved by using existing AI 
methodology, visualization of information and cognitive modelling to make them adaptive to the knowledge 
state of the user. Second, we demonstrate the improvement of ICAI by an interactive help system which 
supports planning tasks of the user. It checks hypotheses postulated by the user, and gives feedback 
concerning imcomplete proposals. 

1. Introduction 

The "Advent of AI in Higher Education" is a positive event, but we should not overlook that [6]: 

"ICAI is an emerging field that is ill-defined at present. The distinction between intelligent CAI systems 

and computer-based instruction programs cannot be sharply drawn. ICAI programs use AI programming 

techniques ... Developers of ICAI systems focus on problems of knowledge representation, student 

misconceptions, and inferencing. By and large, the have ignored instructional theory and past research 

findings in computer-based instruction." 

In our project we try to avoid these omissions. To a great extent the psychological efficiency of a PSM 

depends on the quality of instructions and helps built into the system. To put it short: "When are helps 

useful and when do they confuse or inhibit the probIem solver?" The answer certainly depends on the 

knowledge state of the problem solver and is a research problem of cognitive psychology. The 

implementation of helps requires AI methodology, and thus the design of helps is a paradigmatical research 

topic of AI, Cognitive Science and Cognitive Psychology. 

1 This research was sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) in the SPP 
Knowledge Psychology under contract no MO 292/3 
2 ABSYNT was transformed from an idea to reality by K.D.FRANK, G.JANKE, K.KOHNERT, 
O.SCHRODER & H.J.THOLE 
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2. The Problem-Solving Monitor ABSYNT 

PSMs provide the learner with a problem-solving environment including an error diagnosis and a help 

module but no curricular component. ABSYNT is used to communicate knowledge about a visual, 

functional, tree-like programming language based on ideas published in german school [7] and university 

text books [8]. Further motivation for the design of ABSYNT is given in [9] and [10]. Basic research 

dealing with the design of the system from a psychological point of view is described in [11] - [14]. Figure 

1 shows the interface of the programming environment after a student programmed a wrong solution to the 

"even" predicate. The program does not terminated for odd arguments. 
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Figure  1: wrong implementa t ion  of the "even" p red ica te  in ABSYNT with a 
nonembedable hypothesis (bold lines) 

3. Programming Knowledge and Corresponding Helps 

Programming requires several knowledge sources, see e.g. [15] and [16]: 

1. mathematical and algorithmical preknowledge 

2. knowledge about the syntax of the language 
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3. knowledge about the semantics of the language 
4. planning knowledge about the pragmatical use of the language 

It would be quite natural to design helps accordingly. In our system we confined ourselves to knowledge 

sources 3 and 4. We designed: 

ad3: 2-D-Rules [14] explaining the operational semantics of the ABSYNT-language (the behavior 

of the ABSYNT-Interpreter) 

ad4: aHypothesis-DrivenHelpSystem to support plarming steps in programming [17] 

By and large, the design of helps is a twofold synchronization problem. We have to choose both content 

and application time of the given information very carefully so that it is accepted as help [18] - [24]. 

3.1 The Design of Helps when Acquiring Knowledge about the Semantics of ABSYNT 

The behavior of the ABSYNT-Interpreter computing ABSYNT programs is represented by two sets of 2-1)- 

Rules which serve as instruction and help material for ABSYNT-users [14]. In a study of the help-based 

knowledge acquisition process [25] we found that the acquisition of semantic knowledge can be described 

by a two-stage process: 

1. Knowledge enlargement through impasse-driven learning 0DL) [26] 

2. Knowledge optimization through success-driven learning (SDL) [27]-[31] 

The inability of the student to predict the behavior of the ABSYNT interpreter leads to an impasse which in 

turn leads to problem solving by applying weak heuristics: new knowledge about the ABSYNT semantics is 

generated by looking into the 2-D-Helps. Otherwise the student optimizes his/her knowledge similar to 

[27],[28],[31]. A specification of a computational model for this two-stage process is given in [32]. 

The data show that in the course of time the subjects predict the behavior of the interpreter on the basis of 

mental rules which first were representations of the visual rules. Then, during the process of skill 

acquisition the mental rules are composed. The question arises whether to compose the visual 2oD-rules in 

the help material accordingly. The evaluation ABSYNT programs requires the firing of the rule chains. 

Composition of these chains yields the new help rules, which have lost some - for a more skilled person 

unimportant - details. 

The idea of adaptive helps seems to be ingenious. But, will the problem solver assimilate the new 

information quickly even if we are able to synchronize the generation of new help information with the 

mental proceduralization process? It is a problem with adaptive helps that the students get unexpected new 

information the equivalence of which with old information has to be checked. The solution of this problem 

will certmnly improve the acceptance of ICAI considerably. 
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3.2 The Design of Planning Helps when Programming in ABSYNT 

Even more important is a help system for the programming novice which embodies planning knowledge. 

Here too, we face the twofold synchronization problem. The status of the help system implemented so far 

derives from the following postulates. 

The help system should: 

1. diagnose goals, intentions, and the knowledge state of the problem solver 

2. communicate new knowledge (helps) only in sensitive time periods, where the problem solver is 

willing to accept such information 

3. gather user data online to adapt the user model continuously 

4. embody expert knowledge to check user proposals and generate helps 

5. give only minimal feedback so that the student is able to leave the impasse situation by improving 

his/her problem solving skills 

6. check various hypothesis about the usefulness of program fragments 

The last postulate is rather important. In contrast to some authors (e.g.[33]) we think that semantic errors 

often cannot be localized in a line of code (or here in a subtree). Most often the whole proposal of the user is 

inconsistent with the problem. Repairs depend on those parts of the program which the user wants to retain 

as correct. So we developed our help system, which is driven by hypotheses of the student about the 

correcmess or usefulness of program fragments. This interactive hypothesis-driven approach is rather 

different from other systems known from literature [16] and [33] - [37]. 

Our help system is based on a goals-means-relation (GMR). This relation can be viewed as a rule-based- 

inference system [38], a grammar [39], or an AND/OR-Graph [40] with parametrized nodes. As nodes of 

the AND/OR graph can be parametrized by subgoals, the relation enables analysis and synthesis of 

incomplete as well as complete program proposals and even recursive systems of programs. At present the 

relation is defined for 21 programming tasks. The system is able to generate and parse over several million 

solutions if the height of the ABSYNT-trees is less than 6 nodes. This can be achieved with approximately 

only 330 rules. 

Due to its flexibility the help system promises some positive consequences for the motivation of the 

problem solver. When the student programs a proposal which is diagnosed by the ITS as wrong, s/he is 

trapped in an impasse. According to IDL-theory s/he is now sensitive to help information. This could be 

assimilated by problem solving actions. The student may ask the system to check a hypothesis about the 

usefulness of her/his program or program fragments. There is hope that the feedback of the system to this 

hypothesis is sufficient help information to overcome the impasse without further help. 

Errors in functional programs are often difficult to localize. This is true for most nonsyntactic bugs. 

Often the only possibility is to argue that the goals various parts of the program compute are inconsistent 

with the main goal. In figure 1 (upper half) we have the impasse situation of subject 8. It is an inconsistent 

implementation of the "even" goal. There are several possibilities to localize bugs and to repair the program. 

The programmer is supposed to put forward positive (or negative) hypotheses like: "I presume that the 

bold marked subtree of the program can be (cannot be) embedded in a correct solution!" 

Then the student has to mark this hypothesis with the mouse (bold lines in upper half of figures 1 and 2). 

The feedback of the system is given in the lower window of the ABSYNT environment. In figure 1 the 
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student gets a "nonembedable" response. In figure 2 the hypothesis is more restricted. Now, the hypothesis 

is embedable. For further study it is copied into the feedback window. The student can now select one link 

(bold in lower feedback window in figure 3) to uncover one node of the proposed solution and to program 

the correct solution (figure 4). 
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Figure 2: wrong implementation of the "even" predicate in ABSYNT with an embedable 
hypothesis (bold lines) and a copy of the hypothesis in the feedback window (lower half) 

4. Further Research Topics 

The rules of the GMR are highly standardized, so that it will be easy to use the learning mechanism of 

automatic rule composition [28] to speed up the system and diagnose typical problem solving schemes in 

only a few steps. 

To further restrict the number of alternative solution proposals we need a user model which filters the 

proposals, so that the feedback information is helpful and does not generate new subproblems. This can be 

achieved by storing the hypotheses, their results, and the corresponding actions and repairs of the problem 

solver. 

As our helps are at present helps on the low operator level we work on explanations and helps on the 

higher goal level. One possibility is the study of goal conflicts between task and student proposal and how 

this goal conflict can be reduced. 
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Figure 3: feedback of the help system: first the student selects an open link of the 
hypothesis (bold line in lower feedback window), then the machine uncovers one node of 
a solution 
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5. Summary 

From a theoretical point of view the optimal selection of the moment when help should be given does not 

seem to be a hard problem: IDL- and SDL-theory and our results provide strong evidence that problem 

solvers prefer to accept help information during impasses, whereas during the knowledge optimization 

phase new information is usually ignored. 

Still an active research question in the design of 1TSs and PSMs, though, is the content synchronization 

of help information and knowledge state of the problem solver. We tried to solve this problem by offering a 

mixed-initafive dialogue in case of an impasse: the student selects information, proposes a hypothesis and 

its outcome which is checked by the PSM. 
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